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I would love to 
be a BGT judge

H
eat is on tenterhooks. “It’s Jimmy 
carr,” says a familiar voice over the 
phone. “I hear you were trying to 
call me.” We pause, ready for the 
punchline. Which doesn’t arrive. Jimmy 

Carr – comedian, panel show host and master of the 
side-parting – is just stating a fact: we were trying  
to call him, and here he is politely calling us back.

It’s hard not to expect everything he says to be  
a joke. This is the guy who famously reels off at  
least 300 gags per gig and is generally accepted  
to be the deadpan king of the edgy one-liner. The  
41 year old not only hosts Channel 4’s quiz show  
8 Out Of 10 Cats and current affairs programme  
10 O’Clock Live, he relentlessly tours up and  
down the country and his DVDs are guaranteed 
bestsellers. Yes, he’s a bona fide funnyman and,  
it turns out, a very friendly one, too. Jimmy talks  
us through the joys of eyebrow humour, his celeb 
pals (he’s played tennis with Elton John, get him) 
and why he’d be rubbish on BGT...

You started doing stand-up at the grand  
old age of 26. was it terrifying?
No! It was terrifying getting up at 6am and  
going to work. If you don’t like what you do,  
that’s terrifying: “Oh my God, I’ve got to do  
this for another 40 years.” Jesus.
are you talking about when you worked in 
marketing [he worked for Shell in the ’90s]?
Yes, marketing. Nonsense. Although, it’s the same 
kind of thing as comedy – telling lies to strangers.
during gigs, do you get obsessed with the one 
person who’s not laughing?
Oh yeah. I think there’s a bit of you that keeps your 
ego in check, so if 2,000 people are laughing you 
have to find someone who isn’t and try to make 

them laugh. I had it once in Montreal. This guy was 
just stony faced throughout, and I’d had a good 
show. Afterwards, he came up to me and I thought 
he was going to say, “That was disgusting, I did not 
agree with it. You’re not a comedian,” but he said in 
this adorable broken English/French accent, “I am 
just learning English. I have to really concentrate, 
but you are my favourite comedian.” It just goes to 
show that some people aren’t big laughers. They 
don’t guffaw and fall over. They just enjoy the show.
they’re laughing on the inside?
Well, that sounds bad. If I say, “Oh yeah, everyone 
was laughing on the inside. Sure, I had a great gig,”  
I would sound mental.
what’s been your worst gig?
People imagine that being heckled is bad,  
but it’s an awful lot of fun. The worst gigs are the 
ones that are just OK. The ones that are special  
are the ones that are either really good or really 
bad, like when someone throws something or goes 
crazy. If you get someone crazy in the audience 
you have to up your game. There’s a thing in 
comedy when you can either be on your toes or 
your back feet. When you first come onstage, 
you’re on your toes – you’re trying to win them over 
– and sometimes you relax onto your heels. It’s nice 
sometimes to be literally kept on your toes waiting 
for the next thing to happen.
So you enjoy a good heckle?
Yes! I love a good heckle. I remember when  
I started, I used to walk on and think people  
went, “Oh God, who’s this guy? Why is he wearing  
a suit? He’s too posh for this,” and then I’d try to 
win them over. My style of comedy was born out  
of insecurity. I was doing three jokes a minute,  
so if they didn’t like that joke I’d be like, “Don’t 
worry, there’s another one along soon!”

 The gag machine talks to Jo Usmar about 
reality shows, joke battles and that laugh

jimmy carr



■ “I didn’t think 
I was that much 

taller than Noddy”
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Have you ever responded to 
a heckle and it’s fallen fl at?
God, yeah. But then, sometimes, 
if a heckler gets a big laugh I’ll give 
them a round of applause.
Do you have any surprising 
celebrity fans?
I’m not sure what you would 
consider surprising, but Stephen 
Hawking came to a gig.
That’s surprising!
You do actually sound genuinely 
surprised. Yes, he came to a show. 
It was only round the corner from 
his house, so of course he came. 
He’s a friend. He’s got a very good 
sense of humour.
Have you ever had a bad 
experience with a celeb 
you’ve joked about?
I’ve had very good experiences 
with celebrities. People I’ve made 

terrible jokes about come up and 
say, “Alright?” and are fi ne with it. 
Because my stuff is so clearly 
“a joke” – a verbal construct – it’s 
not like a strong opinion piece. 
It’s different for observational 
comics. If John Bishop – not that 
he would because he’s a very 
nice man – said, “I f***ing hate 
him,” you’d think he really meant 
it, whereas with me, you 
think, “Oh, he just did 
a one liner about Simon 
Cowell’s moobs”. As if 
Simon would give a f***.

Is it true that you play tennis 
with Elton John and Jonathan 
Ross and if so, who’s better?
I played Elton once. He was better 
than me – he was amazing. He was 

properly, properly good 

at tennis. Surprisingly good. It was 
a couple of years ago now, but it 
was fun. I play Jonathan a lot. He’s 
probably better than me at the 
moment, but normally we’re even.
Exercise brings us smoothly 
onto another topic: weight. 
You lost a lot a few years ago. 
How did you do it?
I stopped eating in the evenings. 
I did that really old-fashioned 
thing that nanas say: breakfast 
like a king, lunch like a duke and 
dinner like a pauper. Not going to 
bed with a full stomach – maybe 
having a little soup or something 
in the evening for supper. It really 
seems to work. Because I work 
nights, I was eating at 12midnight 
or 1am. Try buying a salad at 
midnight – it can’t be done. You’re 
either going to be eating a burger, 
a kebab or a pizza.
Also, you don’t drink, do you?
I started drinking again maybe 
two years ago. I didn’t drink for 
about ten years – just because 
I was busy. Now I’m kind of taking 
it easy a little bit. Well, easier. 
I really enjoy a drink now – 
Guinness is my thing. I don’t drink 
much. If you don’t drink anything 
for ten years and then get back 
on it you have no tolerance 
whatsoever. It’s hilarious. 
You just fall over immediately.
So do you think you’ve 
relaxed more recently?
A little bit. I think I’ve dared 
to dream that this could be 
more than a blip.
Really? Only now after 
all this time?
Yeah, I’m like, “Is this my job? Like, 
my real job?” I know it seems like 
a long time to realise that, but 
the fi rst couple of years you are 
going, “Well, this is lovely, but at 
some point I’m going to have to 
turn up back at work, surely?”
Have you ever been asked 
to perform anywhere weird?
Not that I’ve accepted. But then 
I view Strictly as weird. “Do you 
want to go and be a ballroom 
dancer?” No, I’m not qualifi ed. 
“What are you talking about?” 

Why would I want to be 
a ballroom dancer? “Oh, there 

will only be ten million people 
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at Wimbledon this year
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ANYONE FOR TENNIS?
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watching.” Ten million people 
watching me learn how to dance?
So you’ve been asked 
to appear?
Yeah, for the fi rst couple of 
years and then I think they got 
the message. It’s a great show to 
watch. “Do you want to watch this 
for an hour?” Lovely. “Do you 
want to learn how to dance for 
eight weeks?” No thanks.
Have you been asked to do all 
the shows, like I’m A Celeb?
Yes, but that’s not unusual. I think 
everyone’s been asked to do them 
at some point.
Would you be a judge – say, 
if David Walliams quit BGT, 
would you want to step in?
God, I would love it. I think 
it’s one of the best jobs in TV. 
David does an amazing job 
on Britain’s Got Talent, but it’s 
a very diffi cult thing to get right. 
I think everyone secretly thinks, 
“I’d be pretty good at that,” 
because all they’re doing is 

watching TV and commenting 
on it. They’re doing what everyone 
is doing at home with their other 
half, but to get it right is really 
something. I think I wouldn’t 
get to Week Two. On Week One 
I would say, “Jesus f***ing Christ, 
what were you thinking? Get off.” 
And that would be that.
We read somewhere you have 
an eyebrow trick you borrowed 
from Jim Carrey?
I met Jim Carrey in about 1992 in 
a lift in Los Angeles on a studio lot. 
I gave the eyebrow raise – you 
know the one you do when you 

recognise someone? Ace 
Ventura: Pet Detective had just 
come out and so I gave him this 
eyebrow raise to say, “Hey, I know 
you,” and he gave me this full 
Mexican wave with his eyebrows, 
which I’ve been trying to perfect 
ever since. I thought it was really 
cool and I think it sums up 
comedians – he’s in a lift with 
a total stranger and he tried to 
be as funny as he could be for 
no other reason than why not?
So, do you try to be 
funny in lifts?
Always. I have very good 
lift etiquette.
When you meet new people, is 
there a pressure to be funny?
I think people like it if you’re jovial 
and have a bit of a laugh, but 
I wouldn’t say there’s 
pressure. I think 
a lot of it is 
projection. 
People meet 
you and they’re 

already laughing because you’re 
associated with comedy. You go, 
“Morning,” and they go, “Ha! 
What are you like?” Often these 
days, though, people just want 
me to do my laugh. My laugh is all 
wrong – you’re meant to laugh on 
an exhale and I laugh on an inhale.
Is that what makes the 
honky seal noise?
Yes. I somehow laugh on an 
in-breath rather than an out-
breath. I’m wired wrong.
We’ve heard your laugh has 
its own Facebook fan page…
I don’t know. I certainly haven’t 
looked for it. That would be 
a new kind of narcissism, 
wouldn’t it? Me sitting there 
looking up my laugh’s Facebook 
page. Jesus f***ing wept. I think 
if I ever get round to that, I’ll 

probably end it all.■

Jimmy Carr Laughing & 
Joking is out on DVD 
now, from 4DVD
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